
Following the soon-to-be launch
of my fashion brand I have also

been a strong advocate for us
Melanin Queens. Responding
to very current but significant

black empowerment pages on
instagram, facebook and more.

From MelaninBaddies, DarkSkin
Baddies, GenuineMelanin and

more. And it is something rather
personal to me. Growing up felt

like it was a curse to be dark
skinned, especially coming from
black girls themselves - in which

case they were probably
light skinned or deemed as

“cleaner” and prettier because
of their fairer complexion.

| U N C E R T A I N ? |

Being uncertain is not a problem but a thirst for always wanting to do almost everything that 
I can get my hands on. In modelling I have found a form of art that is expressed solely through the 
body with every shape and form  that it can create. Something that  combines my creative and artistic 
side with my analytical and charismatic personality. But within this art is a community of artists; 
and discovering this has really opened my eyes into the industry. From the well-known photographers, 
stylists, and MUAs, agents and clients to the people behind the scenes who make it all come together – 
the retouchers, editors and bloggers.  I have met some truly inspiring and amazing people within the 
industry which are all credited and I am yet to meet more. I aspire to inspire and aim to promote 
models and the fashion around them throughout the industry.

Just A Girl Who Likes Talking About Fashion, Models, and Beauty.

Majic.
| F | M | B |

My journey had began
and I had been up, 

down and around with 
brands left right and center. 

Ranging from restaurants, 
makeup brands, 

cosmetic brands, 
celebrity promotions and even just 

experiences from BTS on my
 modelling/campaign jobs. 

And now - I share one of these, 
my ReadyFortheBeach campaign

 (that is still ongoing) with Fabletics.

Featuring Venus Cow Leggings and Crop Top

ENI MAJ 
F | M | B

“UNITING 
MELANIN”

“DID 
SOMEBODY 

SAY 
CHOCOLATE?”

“Me and my melanin queens”

“dark skin 
divas rule”



Now, that I am mature, 
I see that I am like this for a reason. 

I am dark chocolatey, 
gooey, filled with 
chocolate sauce - 
NO cream on top, 
just more and more layers 
of pure melanin goodness.
And I would have it no other way. 
And until my purpose has been 
fulfilled as this Melanin Queen,
I continue to show everything 
chocolately 
and everything beautiful.

| C U R I O U S ? |

I started this blogging journey, 
without a hint of hesitation, 

at the end of September 2015 after I was contacted 
by many press agents and recieved an 

overwhelming (at the time) mass of new following 
and invitations to press events after my feature 

with Icona Pop, Naomi Campbell and more 
at the amFar gala in Milan. 

Since then its been a roller-coasters of up and down, 
trying to balance these amazing opportunities that 

have been coming my way with a full time 
degree in architecture and a full time job in Fashion - 

none the less I stand strong and I create. I innovate. 
I design and I respond to what I find beautiful.

Because this is my beautiful. 
And I, I am a Melanin Queen.

All shots were taken by Alexander Ivanov

“BRINGING 
BRANDS 
TOGETHER”

SEE IT ALL: www.enimajfmb.com
eni.majek@yahoo.com

For the WildHearts.

“can i have that
in black?”


